**Stewards** J. Jones, D. Jonas, M. Herrmann.
**Veterinary Surgeon** Dr. C. Doyle.

**Race 1** G-SIX THE BUNYIP MAIDEN STAKE 400m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner TYSON'S REWARD.
-Shortly after the start ANOTHER CLANGER moved down causing HAYRIDE SMITH to check around its heels and move out checking CHEDWICK and GENTLE BURNER resulting in GENTLE BURNER stumbling. On the turn off the back straight BURNING VIXEN moved down checking CHEDWICK. Along the home straight GENTLE BURNER checked around the heels of BURNING VIXEN then moved out checking CHEDWICK.
-HAYRIDE SMITH was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

**Race 2** G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA MAIDEN STAKE 400m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner GOKART JIGGS.
-RUN LIKE CRAZY was slow to begin. Shortly after the start GOKART JIGGS moved down checking BLACK DIESEL. Along the back straight BROTHER MAC moved out taking MAGIC CHARIOT and RUN LIKE CRAZY wide.

**Race 3** G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS JUVENILE STAKE 400m Juvenile
-On the first turn ELLEY'S MAGIC was checked and lost ground after racing in restricted room between CALAIS PERUZZI which moved out and LONG GULLY SON which moved down. Approaching the turn into the home straight CALAIS PERUZZI checked around the heels of LONG GULLY SON.

**Race 4** G-SIX NIXON’S FUNCTION CENTRE STAKE 400m Grade 6
-On the first turn BANGOR MIST moved down checking ASTON NIKITA. Approaching the turn into the home straight BANGOR MIST checked around the heels of NO NOT YET. On the turn into the home straight KID ME NEVER ran up behind and contacted BANGOR MIST before checking around its heels. MR. WALLY and KID ME NEVER bumped along the home straight.

**Race 5** ACCELL THERAPY STAKE 531m Grade 6
-FANCY SAL was slow to begin. On the first turn CLARETOWN LILLY moved out checking LONG GULLY EVIE and EMERLEY FABBRO then shortly after FANCY SAL moved out checking CHICKEN TUIAKI and SURVEYOR. On the turn into the back straight LONG GULLY EVIE moved out checking CLARETOWN LILLY. Entering the home straight SURVEYOR and EMERLEY FABBRO bumped.

**Race 6** SECURE RACING LOGISTICS MIXED STAKE 531m Mixed 4/5
-EMERLEY NOLEN was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report.

**Race 7** GIDDY-UP STAKE 400m Grade 5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner BETTER DREAM.
-There were no racing incidents to report.
-GUNNADOO GAMBLER was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 180 DAYS.

**Race 8** THE BUNYIP MIXED STAKE 400m Mixed 3/4/5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner VICTA CALEB.
-On the first turn HOT PRINCESS moved down checking BIG BUZZ and EMERLEY JOSE. There were no further racing incidents to report.

**Race 9** G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE 400m Grade 6
-Shortly after the start CLASSY BLAZE moved down sharply and bumped with HAYRIDE MCVEIGH resulting in both losing ground. On the first turn STITCH 'EM ELVIS moved down checking DAYNE PERUZZI.

**Race 10** G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS (N/P) STAKE 400m Masters
-On the first turn BASHFUL CLOUD moved out checking HIGHTBURY HUSTLE and LIGHTNING LOLA. MERSEY FERRY ran wide around the home turn and along the home straight.
Race 11  G-SIX NIXON'S FUNCTION CENTRE STAKE  400m  Grade 6

-Entering the home straight DESTINI CHEROKEE moved out and bumped SO FOXY taking it wide, resulting in both greyhounds racing wide along the home straight.

Race 12  G-SIX ACCCELL THERAPY STAKE  400m  Grade 6

-On the first turn TOTAL MAYHEM moved out checking VIKING STORM and HOT GALLON. There were no further racing incidents to report.

### SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATE SCRATCHINGS</th>
<th>NIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SWAB SAMPLES     | TYSON'S REWARD (R1)  
|                  | GOKART JIGGS (R2)    
|                  | BETTER DREAM (R7)    
|                  | VICTA CALEB (R8)     |
| MAIDEN WINNERS   | TYSON'S REWARD (R1)  
|                  | GOKART JIGGS (R2)    |
| INJURIES         | GUNNADOO GAMBLER (R7)  
|                  | LEFT HOCK INJURY  
|                  | 180 DAYS             |